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Tasks in Core at Present

ASIDE:  The work described here was originally suggested by the 
GangaTasks developer Johannes Ebke – I'm just trying to implement it!

Not easily available for vanilla users – some (non-intuitive) development 
needed for new modules

All splitting determined on Task creation and then fixed. Auto (re)submit is 
good, but again, not well defined for Core use

Useful additional features from Atlas and LHCb are missing and can be tricky 
to implement in the current structure

Would be nice to have a more generic framework where new developers can 
easily see how to add specific functionality (output retrieval, custom 
resubmission, blacklisting, etc.)
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Current Status of AnaTask
Below is a schematic of the original AnaTask system seen from the Atlas perspective.

Given datasets are split into 'Transforms' (one DS per Transform) and these are then further 
subdivided into partitions (which generally equate to subjobs) using the usual splitting in ganga

Failed partitions (=> jobs) are retried with new jobs but no rebrokering is done at present

Task Definition
[ InDS1, inDS2, inDS3 ]

Transform 1  (inDS1) Transform 3  (inDS3)

Transform 2  (inDS2)
Submit jobs...
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Summary of MultiTask Functionality

MultiTask was a development of the original Atlas 'AnaTask' framework and 
adds these additional features:

Job Chaining and 'Trees'  ●
In theory, any Ganga analysis job (local or Panda) can be added to an MT and 
labelled as either primary (using the initial data) or having required stages. 
Tasks will then handle the mapping/retrieve/merging of the output data and 
send it to the inputdata. This is general: hence job 'trees' can be be defined.

Automatic resubmission and rebrokering  ●
Tasks will not only resubmit (retry) failed jobs but will also rebroker or 
'resplit' the job if a site fails all jobs, while excluding the site that was the 
problem. If required, the Task can be paused and this brokering changed.

Units have been introduced  ●
Units consist of a 'block' of a Transform which are kept as separate entities. 
This means you could have an analysis complete all the way through even if a 
few units have difficulty early on.
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A 'Basic' MultiStage Analysis
With these changes, an analysis like the following can be done (note the addition of 'Units'):

Task Definition [ InDS1, inDS2, inDS3 ]

Unit 1  (inDS1)

Submit jobs...

Unit 2  (inDS2) Unit 3  (inDS2)

Unit 1  (inDS1) Unit 2  (inDS2) Unit 3  (inDS2)

Transform 1 (e.g. Ntuple dump)

Transform 2 (e.g. Plot histo's)

Unit 1  (merged) Transform 3 (e.g. create PS)

dq2-get and local merger
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Definitions in MultiTask

In order to develop the additional functionality in MT, I needed to extend the 
original Task framework slightly:

Task  →  The overall analysis task to be completed
Transform  →  A specific 'Step' of the analysis, cf. Job object, not *a* job!
Unit →  A easily definable 'section' of the a Transform, cf. Master job
Partition →  The smallest part of the task, cf. A subjob

There are some differences between LHCb and Atlas here, but essentially 
LHCb's partition is the same as Atlas' Unit

In order to transfer this to the Core, a more general and complete Tasks 
picture is needed

To this end, I propose developing a 'framework' that can be used with most 
(all?) applications, backend and I/O data.
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New Framework Requirements

With these definitions, the following generic framework functionality would 
be needed that could then provide all the functionality of MT as well as 
keeping the LHCb style implementation:

Breaking up of input data over a unit and partitions  ●
Mapping of output to input data  ●

Mapping of multiple (sub)jobs to partitions and units  ●
Units and Partitions can be resubmitted  ●

The run-time addition of partitions and units  ●
Allow custom checks for unit completion  ●

Post process hooks for additional tasks (e.g. output download, merging)  ●
Allow jobs with no data/inputsandbox/outputsandbox data?  ●

A new (or current) developer would therefore only need to provide well 
documented implementations for those of the above set that made sense, 
similarly to the RT handlers

Comments/Questions??
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